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making while buying a life insurance policy. The study Consumer behaviour is the study of when, why, how, and . From
the above literature review, it can be.

Kannan et all ,identified the factors influencing the selection of an insurance company for purchasing the
policy. Through Underwriting, the processes by which insurers select the risks to insure and decide how much
in premiums to charge for accepting those risks, and 2. LIC of India puts serious effort in premium fixation. It
influences policyholders to purchase products of LIC of India. An attempt made in this research to rank those
9 factors in order of influence policyholders decision on purchasing life insurance products, from 1 to 9.
Abdalelah S. If the policy holder survives the term, risk cover comes to an end. The Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority Act, is an act to provide for the establishment of an Authority to protect the interests
of holders of insurance policies, to regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth of the insurance industry and
for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto and further to amend the Insurance Act, , the Life
Insurance Corporation Act, and the General insurance Business Nationalization Act, to end the monopoly of
the Life Insurance Corporation of India for life insurance business and General Insurance Corporation and its
subsidiaries for general insurance business. Email id: balateach gmail. Trust on insurance agent with weighted
score of is given fourth rank among 9 factors that influence policyholders purchase decision on products of
private life insurance companies. Banks a trusted entity, with its delegated staffs able to influence their
customers to buy a life insurance product, insurance agent play their role in private life insurance companies
too, though not as good as that of public life insurance company. With increase awareness on the importance
of claim settlement among policyholders, nowadays, private life insurance companies started to give much
importance to claim settlement. Rajesh et all has identified product benefits, competitive premiums, product
differentiation through promotion and claim settlement, to be the key success factors of the insurance sector.
Private life insurance company employee with a sales target is trying to give more information, suggest
appropriate products according to the variety of needs like insuring, saving and investment of prospective
customers. Further IRDA ensures smooth functioning of private life insurance companies this further increases
policyholders trust on private life insurance companies. Due to cut throat and hectic competition, private
insurance companies come up with innovative new products with a wide range of features that influence
policyholders. By investing the premiums they collect from insured. The act extends to the whole of India and
will come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette
specify. GIC incorporated as a company. Thus they are not giving much effort to arrive purchase decision on
the basis of premium. In British introduced to India, with the establishment of the oriental life insurance
company in Calcutta. The Malhotra committee was set up with the objective of complementing the reforms
initiated in the financial sector. Malhotra, was formed to evaluate the Indian insurance industry and
recommend its future direction. Trust on private insurance company with weighted score is third rank among 9
factors that influence policyholders purchase decision on products of private life insurance companies. While
selecting the life insurance policy, security is a major factor considered by policyholders in both public and
private life insurance companies. Like other researches infrastructure is least influencing factors in
policyholders purchase decision. Thus, research like this shall be helpful to both policyholders and life
insurance companies. No surrender, loan or paid up values are in such policies. Further weighted score was
used to rank the factors. Different dates may be appointed for different provisions of this Act. First rank was
given a weight of 9, and second rank was given the weight of 8 and so on. Due to competition policyholders
get competitive premium that influence them and due to customized and innovative products many insurance
companies offer products with flexible premium payment that provide options to policyholders on alteration
both in premium payment period and sum insured according to their financial position. The life insurance act,
was the first statuary measure to regulate the life insurance business in India. For example, A policyholder
may become disabled due to an accident or otherwise, thus impacting his or her earning capacity.


